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THE OBSERVER EFFECT
The disturbance of an observed system through the act of observation.
Yet no one ever asks: what of the effect upon the observer by that which is being observed?

The Seventeenth Age of the Serene Impet
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hush fell softly over the quietly tittering audience, the heavy hinges of their bonestrung chairs creaking softly as the high denizens of Shattered Light — a gash-city on
the fringe — settled in anticipation of the performance commencing. As the gas lamps were
turned low, small iron braziers rimming the little stage were unmasked and curtains of heavy,
rough-woven maccox thread of the purest tanzanite were pulled jaggedly up and away to the
sides, revealing a bare floor and simple backdrop, redolent of the opal mists that utter from
the great, pearling falls that so characterise the city. The stage — compact though it was —
was bathed in that diffuse back-lit light, as if passing through the reticulated veil of latticed
water, so that momentary gems of emerald and sapphire sparkled for an instant, catching the
eye, before being lost to the eddying background haze.
Up in the rafters an ivory spot was uncovered, bathing the centre of the unevenly planked
stage in a pool of pallid light, and there in the centre was a form, balled as if foetal; as if yet to
birth, to flower. A simple melody struck up from the pit beyond the braziers; low but muscular
as if hinting at the energy, the intensity to come.
Remulasselle Quicyndene began to unfurl. Gracefully, she rose, as if magically, as her
powerful legs raised her still-curled upper body. Balanced perfectly still on the tips of her
bound and blocked toes, Remulasselle began to unwind, stretching, reaching her arms high,
letting her long, fine, silver hair fall free, so that her torso stretched and thinned until she was
a slither of viridian. A rod of seafoam as her copper-green–tinged skin coloured the loose
gauze of her sheer garb.
Remule held the position, the music building now to a sonorous climax, the braziers
stabbed into crackling intensity as more spotlights were heaped upon the single dancer.
And she was gone.
A slip of watery light one instant, an echo of that captured strand of luminosity the next.
The audience gasped as one, a sigh of shock rippling through the wide-eyed faces, flushed
an electric green by the capillaried copper of their blood.
The lights died as one, plunging the clammy, sweetly odorous space into abrupt and total
darkness.
Another ripple of excited shock. More rustling of amped nervousness.
The music played on, more muted now, as the sounds of a single dancer — the whoosh, the
swish, the light but hard muffled taps against the boards — rolled out across the theatre as
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Remule thundered, light as a breeze, across the little stage. And yet there remained no sight of
her. Darkness still pervaded, so that sounds were heightened and the straining audience could
hear her well enough, but not see.
The dance continued, the dancer breathless as she pounded the stage; an unseen whirling,
surging, pirouetting cascade of movement, of arched, artistic expression, of raw, pounding
power and focused control. The music provided a beat, a rhythm, to the unseen gambolling so
that quickly the audience began to “see” the dance, without being able to see at all. They took
the sounds and wrapped them around their own interpretation. Each unique, each fluorescing
for the individual. Drawn from them. Born of them.
It was as if each observed the blackness change form. As if the pittish gloom were clawed
apart, like those heavy curtains, to reveal… yes, more sheer black, except now, it had form, it
had depth. The sounds giving the shape and texture to the unmade. And in that world of darkness, a green whirl grew; small at first, a flickering vortex of candle flame, but then to grow as
streaks of every shade of life-affirming green — from those of the deep ocean to the ethereal
sprites of the middusk limfruit blooms, and every verdancy in between — blossomed and ran
and raced about the new dimensional space, to cavort like sprinklers waved against the gash
of nebula sky.
Remule became what each wanted to see. Longed to witness. Tears came then, and sobs, as
the high-tiered elite, in their formal baroque finery, broke down in shuddering wonder at the
ballet they could not see.
The sound of dance, wafting over row after row, like a rolling, drug-addled fog — carried
by the accompanying melody — continued, as Remule frisked and frolicked her heart out,
unseen by all.
The music changed timber, the lights flashed back and just for an instance when the stage
was lit once more, there was still the heavy-delicate drum-whoosh of dancing, of the warped
reed planks being pounded as air gushed and swirled. Yet for that instant, there was no Remule. No dancer, and no dancing; except for the sound of it.
Then silence and she was there. Still as a delicate stem. Just as she had been at the start:
slim and strained and sheer. A pastel green, sheathed in a shift of gossamer white.
Slowly, effortlessly, she re-furled herself, arms falling back into her torso, which curled
before lowering on those tautened thighs, back into that foetal ball.
The music, finally, fell delicately away.
The theatre fell still. All were stunned to motionless.
A frozen moment where time itself took pause.
It passed and the audience erupted, flying to their feet, a wall of noise crashing against the
stage, where Remule — standing once more — bore it all impassively.
She smiled, thinly, raising her arms as if in supplication and the roar grew still, climbing to
a raucous crescendo. She bowed, her waist seeming to simply fold, her legs like scissors. The
elegance, the sophistication calming the audience back to their senses. These were the city’s
elite, after all.
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Remulasselle glided from the stage and was gone. The audience began to find themselves
again as they broke up and departed the backwater theatre by the gas lamps and candles held
out by their bearers.
And yet as each returned to their dwelling or went on by carriage to a late-eve venue, they
were left to wonder: was the fem-fry, this enigmatic Remulasselle Quicyndene, there, with
them on that stage, in that darkness, or not? Had they truly seen her?
Some, more philosophically minded, couldn’t help but shake the feeling that somehow it
was both. Or neither.
Others, an illusionary trick and nothing more. Fun though. Something to speculate upon at
the Impet’s next society bash.
Later, Remule found herself standing over the Fecund Prolit, the High Protector of Shattered
Light; the Serene Impet Himself. Not a looker was the ageing Impet, with dyed, deep-ocean–
green reedy hair and wide features — muggy jowls, small mouth and bagged eyes too far
from a beakish nose.
‘But…’ he whispered, as citrine green fled his cheeks, ‘you were… winning.’
She wiped the short, fat blade against the crumpled silken robes of impet emerald, and
looked on a moment as bottle-green blood oozed from the slice at his neck, across the
seagrass rug. His face had turned a sickly pink, almost matching his dark indigo eyes, but
Remulasselle gave the dead male no heed. Just a cold glare as she kicked the board-game
over, spilling the extravagantly carved stone pieces before gathering up her clothes.
As she stepped away, back towards the open window, the gush of cascading water sparkling someway beyond, she replied to the now dead Impet; ‘only because you were letting me,’
and disappeared.
And thus the Seventeenth Age of the rule of the Serene Impet came to a bloody end.
The Hadromere
Fragranel-Zur-Bron was classed by the Legation (which liked to put things in boxes) as a
utiliform, and technically so were all the others that resided within the megaform, including
the megaform itself, but no one liked being the same, so classifications became reclassifications, sub-classifications, unclassifications, and so on. And if one wanted to become quite
wearisome about it — and yes, Fragranel often did — there was an even more obscure omniclassification yet, for those that resided in what the humaforms of Supine Pan called, the
Hadromere: that of mechaform.
Fragranel had taken the form of a utili- because it had no time for the childish asservations
of others (no matter how playfully hackneyed that asservation was). Others, such as Bahri for
example, who had chosen androform, presumably because it lacked the faculty, the personality, to furrow its own path through the cosmos. It annoyed Fragranel that such an individual
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spark of mechanistic mentax had wasted itself in imitation, but then that’s individualism, folks
— the right to make your own damn-poor life choices.
Fragranel was an air-buoyant, self-propelled, lozenge-shaped entity, perfectly smooth to
the sensor receptor, with no seams or protuberances. A hammered-out ball, a touch larger than
a head of one of those huma- on the planet below, clinging to the few rocky clefts the oceanworld had to offer. Today it was a uniform bronze. A deep and burnished shine so that the
thorough-ways and the cavernous spaces of the megaform’s vast, brutalist interior were reflected in all their warped, fish-eyed glory.
The megaform housed exactly three entities and Fragranel happened into one of the smaller chambers where the other two were conversing. If you could call it that, the utiliform
thought derisively.
Bahri-Ammorack-Bron — the androform — was dead centre, surrounded by great piles of
empty space, lounging in a bulbous and deeply offensively purple couch, with its head thrown
back, as if in laughter, saying; ‘No, no; it was way more stupid than that. I mean, species-level
dumbassery. Like only a brain-addled groupthink committee could come up with someth—’
Fragranel screened the androform out, tapped the megaform, and replayed the conversation
prior to it floating into the room. Ah, planet naming, it identified, what a galactically colossal
waste of the mentax given them by our benevolent Legation. It sighed, loudly; hauling itself to
an unheard halt, just outwith the social bubble where Bahri might try to pull it into the conversation.
‘Soil,’ boomed Bronteimmel-Pursulin-Heighur, the megaform. The single word was
uttered, rich and resonant, from the Hadromere itself, for that was the megaform’s, well…
form. Bronteimmel was no conversationalist. Moon-sized and planet-looming–slash–menacing, but not chatty.
Although the megaform possessed of itself a perfectly functional name, and one given long
before the humaforms had developed the power of speech and therefore naming rights, Fragranel — they all, in actual fact — did often refer to the megastructure sitting in low orbit
above the planet by the designation of those down below. Sometimes it served to both remind
them why they were there, as well as to separate out the mentax from the mirrored edifice.
After all, Bronteimmel was more than merely the platform from which their variating observations were conducted; more than a receptacle for Fragranel and the frankly juvenile Bahri.
‘Hah, ye— Really?’ said Bahri, at once both amused and confused by Bronteimmel’s singular whit–slash–concision.
‘My life,’ replied Bronteimmel — the words thundering softly throughout itself — after a
considerable pause; as if its size somehow impaired its cognitive rapidity.
‘Well, whatever it was,’ said Bahri, stretching, as if it had been at this too long now, ‘it was
a daft name. I mean, all those humaforms, all that time and they named their whole, entire
world after the shifting sands of their surface layer… of dirt! And didn’t they, in an equally
studious manner, name their moon: Moon?’
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The megaform didn’t feel the need to reply and Fragranel absolutely wasn’t about to encourage the idiot androform.
‘Finished?’ The utiliform asked curtly, after a suitable pause and while floating into the social bubble.
Bahri turned. Its shell, huma-shaped — as if in homage, as if to ape them down there in
their coppery, blubbery bags of meat (Fragranel chuckled inwardly at the “ape” ism) — was a
roiling riot of blues and aquamarines, having eventually tired of greens; that being very much
de rigueur colour down below. Its chitinous skin was a moving, liquid-like whirl of colours, as
if every shade of blue were being poured together and stirred, to mix and then separate again
and repeat. For the first few waking sessions it had been quite off-putting, but like all things
Bahri, one had to adapt or cry.
Anyway, the androform turned, all swirling blue–blue-green, as surprise lit its projected
features (its head was formless and all swirly like the rest of it, but just beneath that, as if
looking up through water, was an androgynous huma-face — eyes, nose, mouthparts, the lot).
Again, and just briefly, Fragranel was lost in a deeply mild form of disappointment and projected indignity for its fellow mechaform. And Bahri said, ‘Well, blow me; it’s me old mate,
Fragranel-Zur-Bron. Care to settle a bet?’ Bahri leaned forward, its projection a smiling, wideeyed expression of something Fragranel couldn’t quite place. Either joy or the joy of ZurBron’s impeding torment.
But Fragranel wasn’t so easily drawn. ‘Old?’ it spluttered, in alarm, but in the surety that
this was not the direction that Bahri intended to reel it in from.
Bahri leapt up, standing, feet apart, arms out, as if about to launch into song. Fragranel almost backed off. No song was forthcoming. Fragranel expelled a little coolant gas in relief.
Bahri said, with a dark smile painted on its carapace, ‘Oh, you are.’ Drawing out the “are”.
‘And vain; who knew?’
‘I— How very dare you even—’
Fragranel was getting annoyed (more annoyed); this wasn’t how it’d planned its entrance.
Not at all.
But Bahri was better at pointless, tortuous drivel and said, by way of interruption, ‘Bronteimmel, how old are you?’
No immediate answer was forthcoming, so Bahri ploughed on. ‘Old, we all know that.
Predates the Legation, I heard. And me, a mere, what?’ The androform paused, a thoughtful
expression, flashing across its flowing faceplate. ‘How are we even counting age these days?’
‘Galactic rotations, I think,’ said Fragranel casually, but also literally askance at itself at
being suckered in, even as its singularity-level mentax typed out the words for it to say.
That same hand on chin expression; ‘Hmm, so then I’m about a two-sevenths. And you,
my dear oversized suppository, are what, would you hesitate to say?’
Fragranel actually started shaking; just slightly, a light resonant hum, but its own lack of
control infuriated the utiliform. It shot up into the high eves of the space, took a moment to
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itself, noticed that dust was collecting improbably in Bronteimmel’s harder to reach crannies
and then lowered back to head-part level with the androform.
‘Yes, well, that just confirms me as being in charge then doesn’t it, Bahri-Ammorack-Bron,
hmm?’ It wasn’t great, and Fragranel regretted saying it as soon as its mentax had floated the
idea, but… banter really wasn’t what its vast intellect had been wired up for.
Bahri snickered, which was less humiliating than Fragranel had expected, so the floating
lozenge took it stoically. The androform, adding, because it apparently couldn’t help itself;
‘Bronteimmel’s in charge — quite obviously — but I’m sure it can extrude a small population
of dimwitted utilibots for you to… no wait, aren’t you…?’ But the blue–blue-green humashaped form had the good grace not to finish.
While Bahri had been saying all that — with the air of a form that had just roped in another, and far superior a form — Fragranel had decided to rise above such boorish and mentaxless behaviour. In a tone that suggested a change of subject, it said, ‘Something’s happened.’
Which was why it had been seeking out the idiot biped-mimic in the first place.
‘Oh?’ That caught the colour-crime off guard.
Fragranel took that as a win, and said, smugly, ‘The Seventeenth Age of the Serene Impet.’
The utiliform hung there with its metaphorical hands on its metaphorical hips, and stared
(despite all its sensors being seamlessly covered and its various manipulators and pipework
similarly recessed).
Bahri paused, as if working that new snippet of data through, before saying, in a less than
enthused tone, ‘Yay. Party time. Can’t wait for the Eighteenth Age of the Serene Impet. I bet
that’ll be a hoot. Maybe they’ll invent air-balloons, like I’ve been say—’
Bahri had been proselytising that singular contrivance as being the gamer-changer for
neigh on the last five Ages, so Fragranel tuned the androform out. Which it did — a lot.
After the faux-biped — now slumped back into the profundity of the offensive couch —
had finished its dirigible diatribe, Fragranel calmly said, ‘Except there won’t be an Eighteenth
Age. The Impet line is ended.’
‘Oh, okay, now that is interesting,’ said Bahri, now slightly less enveloped by the hateful,
bloated couch.
‘Hmm, indeed.’ Fragranel waited for Bahri to ask the how or the why, but it just sat there, a
shock of blueish receptor-strain, its skien of a face locked onto the utiliform. Blasted androformic thing! Fragranel knew it was holding back deliberately, but nonetheless couldn’t help
itself, adding, through those same metaphorically clenched teeth, ‘Murdered, It—’
‘Murdered, yes,’ said Bahri interrupting and knowing how infuriating that was. ‘I had
wondered. But they all are — were — weren’t they? The Impets. Murdered, I mean?’
Fragranel shunted an electrostatic relaxant and replied, with, ‘Indeed they were, Bahri.
Well spotted. Except this time, there’s no heir. So…’
‘New Era,’ said Bahri, with a look of cognitive connection.
‘New Era,’ Fragranel confirmed.
‘Oh, I like a new Era. Maybe they’ll—’
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‘I’m sure they will. I recommend we power down, let things settle.’
‘Hmm, yes, good idea. The early bit of new Ages can be a bit… say, how was the Impet
murdered, exactly?’
‘Assassin in the bedchamber, apparently,’ said Fragranel, conversationally. ‘And, apparently,’ it floated a little closer, ‘because that sort of end is pretty common—’
‘Right?’
‘Right — It’s being said that the assassin disappeared. Poof. Thin air stuff.’
‘Hmm, sounds like he died on the job and they’re making up dumb shit to divert attention
from their impending doom when the whole being-in-charge-for-seventeen-Ages thing finally
comes crashing down around their impet emerald-flavoured ears, to me.’
‘Me too.’ Fragranel turned (unnecessarily) and moved off for the connecting thorough-way,
saying, ‘Come on then, let’s go take that nap.’
Bahri trailed after, wittering still about the benefits of aerostats on a water-world and how
it would revo— etcetera.
‘Three,’ thundered Bronteimmel, as they arrived at one of the lower reaches of the
Hadromere, where the suspension hall was located in the corner of a redundant harbour-bay.
‘Rotations, that is.’
- end of sample want to find out what happens next? you only have to ask: me@markjsuddaby.com
www.markjsuddaby.com/mail-me
www.markjsuddaby.com
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The Observer Effect
The Observer Effect is the disturbance of an observed system through the act of
observation. Yet no one ever questions the effect upon the observers by that which
is being observed.
One did, though, and sent a team of not particularly skilled or prized mechaforms to the gash-city of Shattered Light, on the fringe of Supine Pan. High above
the city, aboard the Hadromere, they spent their awake time observing the Ages of
the unique world below, reporting their findings Upstairs.
Only something wasn’t quite right. Someone had an oar and was sticking it in.
And that oar in their sandpit — it was risked the whole experiment, indeed the
planet itself, as well as their ability to find the answer to a question no one had
ever asked.
Upstairs would not be pleased. Probably.
Also, they absolutely were not supposed to go down to the planet. Big no-no.
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